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SUMMARY: The need to evaluate the performance of active labour market policies is 
not questioned any longer. Even though OECD countries spend significant shares of na- 
tional resources on these measures, unemployment rates remain high or even increase. 
We focus on microeconometric evaluation which has to solve the fundamental evalua- 
tion problem and overcome the possible occurrence of selection bias. When using non- 
experimental data, different evaluation approaches can be thought of. The aim of this 
paper is to review the most relevant estimators, discuss their identifying assumptions 
and their (dis-)advantages. Thereby we will present estimators based on some form of 
exogeneity (selection on observables) as well as estimators where selection might also oc- 
cur on unobservable characteristics. Since the possible occurrence of effect heterogeneity 
has become a major topic in evaluation research in recent years, we will also assess the 
ability of each estimator to deal with it. Additionally, we will also discuss some recent 
extensions of the static evaluation framework to allow for dynamic treatment evaluation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

T h e  need to  eva lua t e  t he  pe r fo rmance  of  ac t ive  l a b o u r  m a r k e t  policies  
( A L M P )  is no t  ques t ioned  any  longer.  Even  t hough  O E C D  count r ies  spend  
s ignif icant  shares  of na t i ona l  resources  on these  measures ,  u n e m p l o y m e n t  
r a t e s  r e m a i n  high or  even increase.  The  ideal  eva lua t ion  process  can  be  
looked at  as a series of th ree  s teps  (Fay, 1996): F i r s t ,  t he  i m p a c t s  of the  
p r o g r a m m e  on the  ind iv idua l  should  be e s t i m a t e d  (MICROECONOMETRIC 
EVALUATION). Second,  i t  should  be  examined  if the  i m p a c t s  a re  la rge  enough  
to yie ld  ne t  socia l  gains  (MACROECONOMIC EVALUATION). T h i r d ,  i t  should  
be  answered  if th is  is the  bes t  ou t come  t h a t  could  have  been  achieved for the  
m o n e y  spen t  (COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS). In  th is  p a p e r  we focus on the  first  
s tep.  T h e  m a i n  ques t ion  in mic roeconomet r i c  eva lua t ion  is if t he  ou t c ome  
for an  ind iv idua l  is affected by  the  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  in an  A L M P  p r o g r a m m e  
or  not .  We would  like to  know the  difference be tween  the  value  of  t he  pa r -  
t i c i p a n t ' s  ou t come  in t he  ac tua l  s i t ua t ion  and  the  va lue  of  t h e  ou t c ome  
if he h a d  no t  p a r t i c i p a t e d  in the  p r o g r a m m e .  T h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  eva lua t ion  
p r ob l em ar ises  because  we can never  observe  b o t h  s t a t e s  ( p a r t i c i p a t i o n  and  
non -pa r t i c i pa t i on )  for the  same  ind iv idua l  a t  the  s ame  t ime ,  i .e .  one of the  
s t a t e s  is counte r fac tua l .  There fore  f inding an  a d e q u a t e  cont ro l  g roup  and  
solving the  p r o b l e m  of select ion bias  is necessary  to  make  a c ompa r i son  
possible .  
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Depending on the da ta  at hand, different evaluation strategies can be 
thought  of. Since in most  European countries - unlike in the US - exper- 
imental da ta  are not available, researchers have to use non-experimental  
data.  A lot of methodological progress has been made to develop and jus- 
tify non-experimental  evaluation estimators which are based on econometric 
and statistical methods to solve the fundamental  evaluation problem (see 
e.g. Heckman et al., 1999). The aim of this paper  is to give an overview of 
the most relevant evaluation approaches and provide some guidance on how 
to choose between them. Thereby we will also discuss the possible occur- 
rence of effect heterogeneity, which has become a major  focus of evaluation 
research in the last years, and the ability of each est imator  to deal with it. 

Two broad categories of est imators can be distinguished according to the 
way selection bias is handled. The first category contains approaches tha t  
rely on the so-called unconfoundedness or selection on observables assump- 
tion. If one believes that  the available da ta  is not rich enough to justify 
this assumption,  one has to rely on the second category of est imators which 
explicitly allows selection on unobservables, too. We will discuss different 
approaches for both  situations in Section 3 where we also present some 
recent extensions of the static evaluation framework to dynamic concepts. 
Before we do so, we are going to introduce the evaluation framework in Sec- 
tion 2, where we especially present the potential  outcome approach, discuss 
parameters  of interest, selection bias on observable and on unobservable 
characteristics as well as heterogeneous t rea tment  effects. Finally, Section 4 
concludes. 

2. THE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 

2.1. POTENTIAL OUTCOME APPROACH AND THE FUNDAMENTAL EVALUA- 
TION PROBLEM. Inference about  the impact  of a t rea tment  on the outcome 
of an individual involves speculation about  how this individual would have 
performed in the labour market ,  if he had not received the t reatment .  The 
framework serving as a guideline for the empirical analysis of this problem 
is the potential  outcome approach, also known as the Roy (1951) - Rubin 
(1974) - model. 

The main pillars of this model are individuals, t rea tment  (part icipat-  
ing in a p rogramme or not) and potential  outcomes, tha t  are also called 
responses. 1 In the basic model there are two potential  outcomes (y1,  y0 )  
for each individual, where y1  indicates a situation with t rea tment  and y0  
without.  To complete the notation, we additionally denote variables tha t  
are unaffected by t rea tment  by X.  Attr ibutes X are exogenous in the sense 
tha t  their potential  values for different t rea tment  states coincide (Holland, 
1986). Furthermore we define a binary assignment indicator D, indicating 
whether an individual actually received t rea tment  (D = 1), or not (D -- 0). 

1 It should be clear, that this framework is not restricted to the  evaluation of labour 
market programmes. It applies for every situation where one group of units, e.g. individ- 
uals or firms or other entities, receive some form of treatment and others do not. 
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The t reatment  effect for each individual i is then defined as the difference 
between his potential outcomes: 

A i = Yi I - Yi ~ (1) 

The fundamental problem of evaluating this individual t reatment  effect 
arises because the observed outcome for each individual is given by: 

Yi = DiYi 1 + (1 - Di)Yi ~ (2) 

This means that  for those individuals who participated in t reatment  we 
observe ya  and for those who did not participate we observe y0.  Unfor- 
tunately, we can never observe y1 and y0  for the same individual simul- 
taneously and therefore we cannot estimate (1) directly. The unobservable 
component in (1) is called the counterfactual outcome. 

Concentration on a single individual requires that  the effect of the inter- 
vention on each individual is not affected by the participation decision of 
any other individual, i.e. the t reatment  effect Ai for each person is inde- 
pendent of the t reatment  of other individuals. In statistical li terature this 
is referred to as the stable unit t reatment  value assumption (SUTVA) 2 and 
guarantees that  average t reatment  effects can be estimated independently 
of the size and composition of the treatment population. In particular, it 
excludes peer-effects as well as cross-effects and general equilibrium effects 
(Sianesi, 2004). 

2.2. TREATMENT EFFECTS AND SELECTION BIAS. Since there will never 
be an opportuni ty to estimate individual effects in (1) with confidence, we 
have to concentrate on population averages of gains from treatment.  Two 
treatment  effects are dominantly used in empirical studies. The first one is 
the (population) average t reatment  effect (ATE) 

A A T  E = E ( A )  = E ( Y  t) - E ( Y ~  (3) 

which answers the question which would be the outcome if individuals in the 
population were randomly assigned to treatment.  The most frequently used 
parameter  is the so called average t reatment  effect on the treated (ATT) 
and focusses explicitly on the effects on those for whom the programme is 
actually intended. It is given by 

A A T  T ---- E(Zi I D = 1) = E ( Y  1 ] D = 1) - E ( Y  ~ I D = 1). (4) 

In the sense that  this parameter focuses directly on participants, it deter- 
mines the realised gross gain from the programme and can be compared 
with its costs, helping to decide whether the programme is successful or not 
(Heckman et al., 1999). Given Equation (4), the problem of selection bias 
can be straightforwardly seen since the second term on the right hand side 

2 See Holland (1986) for a further discussion of this concept. 
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is unobservable as it describes the hypothetical outcome without t reatment  
for those individuals who received treatment.  Since with non-experimental 
data  the condition E ( Y  ~ I D = 1) = E ( Y  ~ I D = 0) is usually not satisfied, 
estimating ATT by the difference in sub-population means of participants 
E( Y1 I D = 1) and non-participants E ( Y  ~ I D = 0) will lead to a selection 
bias. This bias arises because participants and non-participants are selected 
groups that  would have different outcomes, even in absence of the pro- 
gramme. It might be caused by observable or unobservable factors. 

2.3. POTENTIAL OUTCOME FRAMEWORK AND HETEROGENEOUS TREAT- 
MENT EFFECTS. For the further discussion it will be helpful to relate the 
potential outcome framework to familiar econometric notation. To do so, 
we follow Blundell and Costa Dias (2002) and define the following outcome 
equations 

=gt(Xi )+U~t  and Yit ~ 1 7 6  ) + U  ~  (5) 

where the subscripts i and t index the individual and the time period, 
respectively. The functions gO and gl represent the relationship between 
potential outcomes and the set of observable characteristics. U ~ and U 1 
are error terms which have zero mean and are assumed to be uncorrelated 
with regressors X. For the familiar case of linear regression, the g functions 
specialise to gl(X)  = Xfl l ,  and g~ = Xflo. 

Heckman and Robb (1985) note that  the decision to participate in treat- 
ment may be determined by a prospective participant, by a programme 
administrator,  or both. Whatever the specific content of the rule, it can be 
described in terms of an index function framework. Let INi  be an index of 
benefits to the relevant decision maker from participating in the programme. 
It is a function of observed (Zi) and unobserved (Vi) variables. Therefore 

IY i  = f(Zi)  + Vi, (6) 

with enrolment in the programme Di given by 

D i = { ~  if I N s > O ,  
otherwise. 

Under this specification and the further assumption that  t reatment  takes 
place in period k, one can define the individual-specific t reatment  effect for 
any Xi as 

ait(X~) = Yd - ~ ~  = ~ o - g t  ( x 3 ]  + - [gt (Xi) [U~t U ~ with t > k.  (7) 

The ATT measured in the post- treatment period t > k is then defined as 

AATT ---- E (A i t  I Di = 1). (8) 
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The assignment process to t rea tment  is most  probably not random. Con- 
sequently, the assignment process will lead to non-zero correlation between 
enrolment (D/) and the outcome's  error te rm (U 1, U~ This may occur be- 
cause of stochastic dependence between (U 1, U ~ and V/ in (6) or because 
of stochastic dependence between (U 1, U ~ and Zi. In the former case we 
have selection on unobservables, whereas in the lat ter  case selection on ob- 
servables is prevalent (Heckman and Robb, 1985). 

We can use this discussion to highlight the problem of heterogeneous 
t reatments ,  i.e. situations where the impact  of a p rogramme differs across 
individuals, in a common and intuitive way. 3 If t rea tment  impacts  vary 
across individuals this may come systematically through the observables'  
component  or be par t  of the unobservables and we can re-write equation 
(5) as 

Y~t= ~  - , gt ( , )  + At(Xi)Dit + [U ~ + Dit(U~ U~ (9) 

where 
g i ( x , )  o At (Xi) -- E[Ait(Xi)]  - - gt (Xi) (10) 

is the expected t rea tment  effect at t ime t for individuals characterised by 
Xi (Blundell and Costa  Dias, 2002). Since abandoning the assumption of 
homogeneous t rea tment  effects and identifying the individuals tha t  benefit 
from programmes provides some scope to improve their future efficiency, we 
will assess for each estimation method tha t  we will present in the following 
its capability to deal with heterogeneous t rea tment  effects. 

3. NON-EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION METHODS 

The discussion in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 has made clear tha t  the prob- 
lem of selection bias is a severe one and cannot be solved with more data, 
since the fundamental  evaluation problem will not disappear.  We have a 
distorted representation of a true population in a sample as a consequence 
of a sampling rule, which is the essence of the selection problem (Heckman, 
2001). Hence, we have to use some identifying assumptions to draw infer- 
ence about  the hypothetical  population based on the observed population. 
In the following subsections we will present several evaluation approaches. 
Each approach invokes different identifying assumptions to construct the 
required counterfactual outcome. We will s tar t  the discussion with two es- 
t imators  (matching and regression) tha t  are based on the selection on ob- 
servables assumption. 4 Following tha t  we introduce three est imators that  
allow for selection on unobservables, too, namely difference-in-differences, 
instrumental  variables and selection models. Finally, we also briefly discuss 
regression discontinuity models and the est imation of t rea tment  effects in a 
dynamic framework. 

3 See e.g. the discussion in Smith (2000). 
4 See Imbens (2004) for an extensive overview of estimating average treatment effects 

under unconfoundedness. 
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3.1. MATCHING ESTIMATOR. Matching is based on the identifying assump- 
tion tha t  conditional on some covariates X,  the outcome Y is independent 
of D. 5 In the notat ion of Dawid (1979) this is 

ASSUMPTION 1 Unconfoundedness: yO,y1 l I D  IX ,  

where H denotes independence. If Assumption 1 is true, then F ( Y  ~ I X,  
D = 1) = F ( Y  ~  = O) and F ( Y  I I X , D  = 1) = F ( Y  1]X,D = 0). This 
means, tha t  conditionally on X,  non-part icipant outcomes have the same 
distribution tha t  part icipants would have experienced if they had not par- 
t icipated in the programme and vice versa (Heckman et al., 1997). Similar 
to randomisat ion in a classical experiment,  matching balances the distrib- 
utions of all relevant, pre- t rea tment  characteristics X in the t rea tment  and 
comparison group. 6 Thus it achieves independence between the potential  
outcomes and the assignment to t reatment .  

ASSUMPTION 2 Overlap: 0 < P(D = 1 I X)  < 1, for  all X .  

This implies tha t  the support  of X is equal in both  groups, i.e. S = 
Suppor t (XID = 1) = Suppor t (XID = 0). Assumption 2 prevents X from 
being a perfect predictor in the sense tha t  we can find for each partici- 
pant  a counterpart  in the non-treated population and vice versa. If there 
are regions where the support  of X does not overlap for the t reated and 
non-treated individuals, matching has to be performed over the common 
support  region only. The est imated effects have then to be redefined as the 
mean t rea tment  effect for those individuals falling within the common sup- 
port  (Blundell et al., 2004). Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) call Assumptions 
1 and 2 together ' s t rong ignorability'  under which ATT and ATE can be 
defined for all values of X.  If one is interested in ATT only, it is sufficient to 
assume y 0  I I D  I X and the weaker overlap Assumption P(D = 1 I X )  < 1. 
The mean impact  of t rea tment  on the t reated can be writ ten as 

AMAT = E ( Y I [ X , D  1) - Ex[E(Y~  = 0)[D 1] (11) ATT -~ ~ : 

where the first t e rm can be est imated from the t rea tment  group and the 
second te rm from the mean outcomes of the matched comparison group. 
The outer expectat ion is taken over the distribution of X in the t reated 
population. The method of matching can also be used to est imate ATT at 
some points X = x, where x is a particular realisation of X.  Two things 
have to be mentioned: First, it should be clear tha t  conditioning on all 

5 These are the covaxiates which also appear in Z as defined in Equation (6). 
6 If we say relevant we mean all those covariates that influence the assignment to 

treatment as well as the potential outcomes. 
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relevant covariates is limited in case of a high dimensional vector X.  For 
that  case Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) suggest the use of so-called bal- 
ancing scores to overcome this dimensionality problem. 7 Second, there are 
several different matching algorithms suggested in the literature, e. g. kernel 
or nearest-neighbour matching, and the choice between them is not trivial 
since it involves a trade-off between bias and variance (see Smith and Todd, 
2005, for an overview). 

3.2. LINEAR REGRESSION APPROACH. Even though regression and match- 
ing both rely on the unconfoundedness assumption, there are some key dif- 
ferences between both approaches which are worth to be discussed. One key 
difference is that  matching, due to its non-parametric nature,  avoids func- 
tional form assumptions implicit in linear regression models. The potential 
outcomes in a linear regression framework can be written as y1 = X/~I + U 1 
and y0  = Xflo + U ~ and ATT under regression is given byS: 

AReg = E ( y 1  _yOlX, D 1) X(fll-flo)+E(U 1-U~ = 1). (12) A T T  ~ 

The identifying assumption needed to justify regression under unconfound- 
edness is analogue to Assumption 1 and can be re-written as: 

ASSUMPTION 3 UnconJoundedness in Regression: U ~ U 1 LI D ] X. 

In the matching framework, the goal is to set the bias B ( X )  = 0 which basi- 
cally only requires that  the mean of the error terms in the t reatment  group 
given a covariate cell X equals the corresponding mean in the control group, 
that  is B ( X )  = E ( U 1 ] X , D  = 1) - E ( U ~  = O) = O. This means that  it 
is possible to match on variables that  are correlated with the error term in 
the outcome equation (Hui and Smith, 2002). In the regression framework, 
however, we need to eliminate the dependence between (U ~ U 1) and X,  
tha t  is E ( U I [ X , D  = 1) = E ( U ~  = 0) = 0 (Heckman et al., 1998). 
Of course, as Smith (2000) notes, the difference between both approaches 
fades with the inclusion of a sufficient number of higher-order and interac- 
tion terms in the regression. However, not only is such an inclusion not very 
common in practice, it is also not straightforward to choose these terms. 
Moreover, whereas matching estimators do rely on the common support  as- 
sumption, regression estimators do not and will produce estimates even in 
the absence of similar comparison units, since the linear functional form as- 
sumption fills in for the missing data  (Smith, 2004). Another key difference 

7 One possible balancing score is the propensity score. See Rosenbaum (2002) or 
Caliendo and Kopeinig (2005) for an introduction into propensity score matching es- 
timators and some guidance for their implementation. 

s For notational convenience we drop individual subscript i and time subscript t. 
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between regression and matching is the way both approaches handle het- 
erogeneous treatment effects. As Lechner (2002) notes, the non-parametric 
matching approach leaves the individual causal effect unrestricted and al- 
lows individual effect heterogeneity in the population. This is not true for 
the regression approach which will not recover ATT, although, at times 
it might provide a close approximation as shown by Angrist (1998) and 
Blundell et al. (2004). 

3.3. INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATOR. Let us now turn to estima- 
tors that account for selection on unobservables, too. We will start with the 
method of instrumental variables (IV). Its underlying identification strat- 
egy is to find a variable which determines treatment participation but does 
not influence the outcome equation. The instrumental variable affects the 
observed outcome only indirectly through the participation decision and 
hence causal effects can be identified through a variation in this instrumen- 
tal variable. IV methods are extensively discussed in Imbens and Angrist 
(1994) and Angrist et al. (1996) among others. In terms of the discussion 
in Subsection 2.3, IV requires the existence of at least one regressor to the 
decision rule, Z*, that satisfies the following three conditions (Blundell and 
Costa Dins, 2000): 

�9 Z* determines programme participation. For that to be true, it has to 
have a non-zero coefficient in the decision rule in Equation (6). 

�9 We can find a transformation, s, such that s(Z*) is uncorrelated with 
the error terms (U 1 , V) and (U ~ V), given the exogenous variables X. 

�9 Z* is not completely determined by X. 

The variable Z* is then called the instrument. In providing variation that 
is correlated with the participation decision but does not affect potential 
outcomes from treatment directly, it can be used as a source of exogenous 
variation to approximate randomised trials (Blundell and Costa Dias, 2000). 

Clearly, a major problem with this estimator is to find a good instrument. 
In the treatment evaluation problem it is hard to think of variables that sat- 
isfy all three above mentioned assumptions. The difficulty lies mainly in the 
simultaneous requirement that the variable has to predict participation but 
does not influence the outcome equation. As pointed out by Blundell and 
Costa Dias (2000), a second drawback arises when considering the hetero- 
geneous treatment framework. Recall that the error term from Equation (9) 
in Subsection 2.3 is given by [U ~ + D,t(U~t - U~ Even if Z* is uncorre- 
lated with Uit, the same cannot be true by definition for U ~ + D~t(U~t - U  ~  
since Z* determines Di by assumption. The violation of this assumption in- 
validates the application of IV methodology in a heterogeneous framework 
(Blundell and Costa Dins, 2000). However, in this situation it might still 
be possible to provide a potentially interesting parameter of the IV estima- 
tion - called local average treatment effect (LATE) by Imbens and Angrist 
(1994). This estimator identifies the treatment effect for those individuals 
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(with characteristics X)  who are induced to change behaviour because of 
a change in the instrument.  9 I t  should be clear that  each instrument  im- 
plies its own LATE, and LATEs for two different instruments may differ 
substantially depending on the impacts  realised by the persons each instru- 
ment induces to part icipate (Hui and Smith, 2002). 

3.4. SELECTION MODEL. This method is also known as the Heckman selec- 
tion est imator  (Heckman, 1978). It  is more robust  than  the IV method but 
also more demanding in the sense that  it imposes more assumptions about  
the s tructure of the model. Two main assumptions are required (Blundell 
and Costa  Dias, 2000): 

�9 There  has to be one additional regressor in the decision rule which has 
a non-zero coefficient and which is independent of the error t e rm V. 

�9 Additionally, the joint density of the distribution of the errors Uit and 
V~ has to be known or can be estimated. 

The basic idea of this est imator  is to control directly for the par t  of the 
error t e rm in the outcome equation tha t  is correlated with the part icipation 
dummy variable. It  can be seen as a two-step-procedure. First, the par t  of 
the error te rm Uit that  is correlated with Di is estimated.  Second, this te rm 
is then included in the outcome equation and the effect of the p rogramme 
is estimated. By construction, the remains of the error te rm in the out- 
come equation are not correlated with the part icipation decision any more 
(Blundell and Costa  Dias, 2000). l~ 

The Heckman selection est imator is not without critique, which rests 
mainly on the following point (see e.g. Puhani,  2000): If  there are no ex- 
clusion restrictions, the models are identified only by assumptions about  
functional form and error distributions. This may lead to large s tandard 
errors and results that  are very sensitive to the part icular  distributional 
assumptions invoked. This point of criticism is very closely related to the 
problem of finding a good instrument as described for the IV method.  In 
fact, in a recent paper  Vytlacil (2002) shows tha t  the identifying assump- 
tions for the selection model are equivalent to those invoked by Imbens and 
Angrist  (1994) in the linear instrumental  variables context. 

3.5. DIFFERENCE-IN-DIFFERENCES ESTIMATOR. The difference-in-differen- 
ces (DID) est imator  requires access to longitudinal da ta  and forms simple 
averages over the group of participants and non-part icipants  between pre- 
t rea tment  period t '  and pos t - t rea tment  period t, tha t  is, changes in the 

9 Additionally to those assumptions already made, we further have to assume that 
the instrument has the same directional effect on all those whose behaviour it changes. 
This assumption rules out the co-existence of defiers and compliers and is known as 
'monotonicity assumption' (Imbens and Angrist, 1994). 
lo Blundell and Costa Dias (2000) also show that this approach is capable of identifying 

ATT if effects are assumed to be heterogeneous. 
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outcome variable Y for t reated individuals are contrasted with the corre- 
sponding changes for non-treated individuals (Heckman et  al., 1998): 

,!~ D I D  = [Yt I - Yt  0 ] D = 1] - [yO _ ye0 [ D = 0]. (13) 

The identifying assumption of this method is 

E(Y~ ~ - Ye ~ I D = 1) = E(Yt ~ - y O [ D = 0).  (14) 

The DID estimator is based on the assumption of time-invariant linear se- 
lection effects, so that  differencing the differences between participants and 
non-participants eliminates the bias (Heckman et  al., 1998). To make this 
point clear, we can re-write the outcome for an individual i at t ime t as 
Yit -'- 7tit + Di t  �9 Yi~ + (1 - Di~) �9 Yi ~ where t i t  captures the effects of 
selection on unobservables. The validity of the DID estimator then relies 
on the assumption 7tit = 7tit,, where it is not required that  the bias van- 
ishes completely, but  that  it remains constant (Heckman et  al., 1998). One 
problem when using DID is Ashenfelter's dip, i.e. a situation where shortly 
before participation in an ALMP programme the employment situation of 
future participants deteriorates (Ashenfelter, 1978). If the 'dip' is transitory 
and the dip is eventually restored even in the absence of participation in 
the programme, the bias will not average out. To allow a more detailed 
discussion, Blundell and Costa Dias (2002) further decompose t i t  in three 
parts: an individual-specific fixed effect, a common macroeconomic effect 
and a temporary individual-specific effect. Clearly, for the DID to be un- 
biased it is sufficient that  selection into t reatment  is independent from the 
temporary individual-specific effect, since the other two effects vanish in 
the sequential differences. They also discuss the case where the macroeco- 
nomic effect has a differential impact across the group of participants and 
non-participants. This may happen when both groups differ on unobserved 
characteristics which make them react differently to macroeconomic shocks. 
To overcome this problem they propose a differential trend adjusted DID 
estimator (Blundell and Costa Dias, 2002). Heckman et  al. (1998) com- 
bine the DID approach with the already presented matching estimator by 
comparing the before-after outcome of participants with those of matched 
non-participants. Smith and Todd (2005) show that  this 'conditional DID es- 
t imator '  is more robust than traditional cross-section matching estimators, 
as it allows for selection on observables as well as time-invariant selection 
on unobservables. 

3.6. REGRESSION DISCONTINUITY MODEL. The regression discontinuity 
model (RDM) can be seen as a particular type of instrumental variable iden- 
tification strategy. It uses discontinuities in the selection process to identify 
causal effects. In this model, t reatment  depends on some observed variable, 
Z, according to a known, deterministic rule, such as D = 1 if Z > Z and 
D -- 0 otherwise (Heckman et  al., 1999). The variable Z has direct im- 
pact on Y as well as an indirect impact on Y through D. This indirect 
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impact is the causal effect we would like to identify. FrSlich (2002) notes 
tha t  this effect is identified if the direct and indirect impacts of Z on Y can 
be separated. 

There are several things to note about RDM (see e.g. Heckman et  al., 

1999). First, it is assumed that  selection is on observable characteristics only. 
Second, it should be clear that  there is no common support  for participants 
and non-participants making matching impossible. Hence, RDM takes over 
when there is selection on observables (here: the deterministic rule) but the 
overlapping support condition required for matching breaks down (with a 
certain Z you either belong to the participant or the non-participant group). 
Finally, the selection rule is assumed to be deterministic and known and that  
variation in the relevant variable Z is exogenous. 

3.7. DYNAMIC EVALUATION CONCEPTS. 

3.7.1. SEQUENTIAL MATCHING ESTIMATORS. What  we have discussed so 
far is basically a static evaluation framework where an individual can par- 
ticipate in one programme (or not). A recent extension of this framework for 
matching estimators considers the case, where individuals can participate 
in subsequent treatments.  Lechner and Miquel (2002) discuss identifying 
assumptions for so-called sequential matching estimators. These estimators 
mimic the matching estimators described above but allow to estimate ef- 
fects in a dynamic causal model. Their  framework can be made clear in 
a three-periods-two-treatments model. We follow the discussion in Lechner 
(2004) and present the needed additional notation in the following. First, 
we introduce a time index t E {0, 1, 2} and extend the t reatment  indica- 
tor D by this time index, that  is D = (Do, D1, D2). It is further assumed 
that  in period 0 everybody is in the same treatment  state Do = 0, whereas 
from the second period on Dt can take two values. Realisations of Dt are 
denoted by dt E {0, 1}. So in period 1 an individual is observed in exactly 
one of these two treatments (0, 1), whereas in period 2 an individual partici- 
pates in one of four possible t reatment  sequences {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}. 
Additionally, the history of variables up to period t are denoted by a bar 
below a variable, e. g. _d 2 = (dl, d2). The potential outcomes are indexed by 

treatments and the time period, i.e. Y~-, = (Yo d' , Y1 d' , y d ,  ). The observed 
outcomes are given by the following equation 

Yt = D1Yt 1 + (1 - D t ) Y ~  ~ = D 1 D 2 Y t  1'1 + Dl(1 - D2)Yt l'~ + (15) 

(1 - D1)D2Yt ~ + (1 - 91)(1  - D2)Y~ ~176 �9 

As in the static model, variables that  influence t reatment  selection and 
potential outcomes are called attributes and are denoted by X.  An im- 
portant  distinction has to be made regarding the exogeneity of these vari- 
ables. Whereas in the static model exogeneity is assumed, in the dynamic 
model the X-variables in later periods can be influenced by t reatment  real- 
isations. Hence, there are potential values of these variables as well: X d' = 
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(x0dt,.L1yd~,~,2yd, J,~ where e.g. X d' may contain ydl  or functions of it. The 
sequential matching framework is a powerful tool and is applicable for sit- 
uations where individuals can participate more than once in a programme 
and where it is possible to identify treatment sequences. 

3.7.2. DURATION MODELS. Another methodology for modelling dynami- 
cally assigned treatments is the application of duration models (Abbring 
and van den Berg, 2003). In these models not only the information if an 
individual participates in a programme is considered, but also the timing 
of the treatment within the unemployment spell. To introduce the notation 
we normalise the point in time when an individual enters unemployment 
to zero, denote the duration until the individual enters regular employment 
with Te and the duration until the individual enters a programme with Tp 
(realisations are denoted by t ,  and tp, respectively). Both durations are 
assumed to vary with observable characteristics x and unobservable char- 
acteristics ve and vp. Abbring and van den Berg (2003) assume that  the 
realisation tp affects the distribution of Te in a deterministic way from tp on- 
wards. For the specification of the hazard rates a mixed proportional hazard 
model is used. Basic feature of this model is that  the duration dependence, 
observable covariates and unobservable components enter the hazard rate 
multiplicatively: 

Oe(tltp, x, ve) = he(t) exp[x'fle + #(t  - tp)I(t  > tp) + ve]. (16) 

The hazard rate for the transition into regular employment Oe consists of 
the baseline hazard Ae(t) that  determines the duration dependence, the 
systematic part exp(xl/~e) and the unobserved heterogeneity term exp(ve). 
The treatment effect exp[#(t - tv)I ( t  > tp)] with I ( t  > tp) as an indicator 
function taking the value 1 if t > tp is specified as a function of the difference 
t - -  t p .  In general, the treatment effect is allowed to vary over time after the 
treatment has started and can be interpreted as a shift of the hazard rate 
by e x p ( # ( t -  tp)). The transition rate from unemployment into programmes 
Op is analogously specified as a mixed proportional hazard model: 

6p(tlx, vp) = Ap(t) exp[x'flp + vp]. (17) 

Identifying the treatment effect requires to consider selectivity which is 
present if individuals with a relatively high transition rate into employ- 
ment also have a relatively high transition into programme participation 
(Abbring and van den Berg, 2003). In this case we obviously would observe 
a positive correlation between ve and vp and the joint distribution G(ve, vp) 
has to be specified. Abbring and van den Berg (2003) show that  the bi- 
variate model (16) and (17) and especially the treatment effect is nonpara- 
metrically identified, since no parametric assumptions with respect to the 
baseline hazard and the unobserved heterogeneity distribution are required. 
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Furthermore the identification does not require exclusion restrictions on x 
which are often hardly to justify from a theoretical point of view. n 

3.7.3. MATCHING WITH TIME-VARYING TREATMENT INDICATORS. An al- 
ternative concept of modelling dynamic t reatment  effects is presented by 
Fredriksson and Johansson (2004) and Sianesi (2004). They introduce a 
non-parametric matching estimator that  takes the timing of events into ac- 
count but does not rely on proportionality assumptions. An important  topic 
in this framework is the choice of an appropriate control group. Instead of 
defining control individuals as those who never participate, Sianesi (2004) 
defines control individuals as those who did not participate until a cer- 
tain time period. Fredriksson and Johansson (2004) formalise her approach 
and argue that  the standard way of defining a control group, i.e. those 
individuals who never participated in a given time interval, might lead to 
biased results, because the unconfoundedness assumption might be violated 
as the t reatment  indicator itself is defined conditional on future outcomes. 
Following Sianesi (2004), the key choice faced by the unemployed in this 
framework is not whether to participate at all, but whether to participate 
in a programme or not now. In the latter case, the individual searches longer 
in open unemployment. The corresponding parameter  of interest in this set- 
ting is then defined as the effect of joining a programme now in contrast to 
waiting longer. The population of interest at time u are those still openly 
unemployed after u months. Treatment  receipt in u is denoted by D (~) = 1. 
The comparison group consists of all persons who do not join at least up 
to u, denoted by D (u) = 0. The outcome of interest is defined over time t 

and is given by Yt (u). The potential outcome if an individual joins in u is 

denoted by Yt 1(~) and if he does not join at least up to u by Yt ~ . For each 
point of elapsed unemployment duration the parameter  of interest is 

A t  = E(Yt l(u) - Yt ~ ID (u) = 1) = E(Yt l(u) ID (") = 1) (18) 

-E(Yt~  for t = u , u + l , . . . , T .  

This is the average impact at t ime t, for those joining a programme in their 
u th month of unemployment compared to waiting longer in open unem- 
ployment. Sianesi (2004) notes that  the t reatment  effects are based on a 
comparison of individuals who have reached the same elapsed duration of 
unemployment. Measurement starts at t ime u, the start  of the programme 
and therefore possible locking-in effects might encounter. The second term 
on the right hand side of (18) is not identified and the CIA needed in that  
case is given by 

Yt ~  (u) l X = x  for t = u , u + l , . . . , T ,  (19) 

which means that  given a set of observed characteristics X,  the counter- 

factual distribution of Yt ~ for individuals joining in u is the same as for 

11 It should be noted that anticipatory programme effects are ruled out in the above 
mentioned specification (Abbring and van den Berg, 2003). 
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those not joining in u and waiting longer. The estimated treatment effect 
is then the effect for those who participate in a programme at some time 
in their unemployment spell instead of waiting longer. Even though this is 
not a standard evaluation parameter of interest, it still shows whether a 
programme was effective or not. 

4. SUMMARY - WHICH ESTIMATOR TO CHOOSE? 

We have presented several different evaluation strategies in this paper. The 
final question to be answered is: Which strategy to choose when evaluat- 
ing labour market programmes? Unfortunately, there is no 'one' answer to 
this question because there is no 'magic bullet' that will solve the evalu- 
ation problem in any case. As described above, different strategies invoke 
different identifying assumptions and also require different kinds of data 
for their implementation. When those assumptions hold, a given estimator 
will provide consistent estimates of certain parameters of interest (Smith, 
2004). The literature provides a lot of guidance for making the right choice, 
based either on experimental datasets to benchmark the performance of 
alternative evaluation estimators or Monte-Carlo simulations. 

The different estimators can be classified with respect to two dimensions. 
The first dimension is the required data for their implementation. Except 
the DID estimator, the presented methods for the static evaluation frame- 
work require only cross-sectional information for the group of participants 
and non-participants. However, longitudinal information might help to jus- 
tify the unconfoundedness assumption, enables the researcher to combine 
e. g. matching with DID estimators and allows an extension to dynamic con- 
cepts of treatment evaluation. The second dimension concerns the handling 
of selection bias. We have presented three estimators that are based on the 
unconfoundedness assumption. Clearly, the most crucial point for these es- 
timators is that the identifying assumption is in general a very strong one 
and they are only as good as the used control variables X (Blundell et al., 
2004). If the assumption holds, both, matching and regression, can be used. 
Since regression analysis ignores the common support problem, imposes a 
functional form for the outcome equation, and is not as capable as matching 
of handling effect heterogeneity, matching might be preferred. If there is no 
common support at all, regression discontinuity models can be applied. For 
the situation where there is selection on unobservables, too, we have pre- 
sented three strategies. Whereas selection models try to model the selection 
process completely, IV methods focus on searching a source of independent 
variation affecting the participation decision (but not the outcome) and DID 
methods erase a time-invariant selection effect by differencing outcomes of 
participants and non-participants before and after treatment took place. 
The crucial assumption for the latter approach is that the selection bias 
is time invariant. Finding a suitable and credible instrument and hetero- 
geneous treatment effects are possible drawbacks for the IV method. The 
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latter point is not a problem for selection models, even though this flexibil- 
ity comes at a price, because a full specification of the assignment rule and 
stronger assumptions are required. Hence, if the common effect assumption 
is plausible in a given context, the IV estimator might be preferred (Smith, 
2004). Finally, we have also presented some recent extensions of the static 
evaluation framework to analyse dynamic t reatment  effects, e.g. to allow 
for subsequent treatments and to take the timing of events into account. 
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